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Among the
Interrogated

Discomfiture
Hosting many allusions to cliché
recognitions,
the framed by opaque guidance
of theoretical patience,
sketches
within an openness of approaching
celebrated concepts, an appreciation for what
ensues toward light in the avant-garde
specialty,
spatial movement as in balanced
circles gilded within whirls
of teeming turquoise,
areas of existence
pose akimbo,
finding acknowledgment for outlandish signature
of stance to be sans gratification.

If Terminology Were Upside Down to Our Reality

Functions escaping externally, claiming future forms of surviving,
faculties then would relate within multiple differences,
soothing, scraping would shift in exhibitions,
declaring in multiple mixtures,
antithetical in a way deliverance may or may not
succeed in explanation.
Fire’s fury similar to that of hypothermia’s lowering of the
human’s condition.
Rain maintains a dry attribute, showering with an aridness
in which focus is the hazy element drawn across the
entirety of earth’s spinning stillness.
In all attributes reality is infused with esoteric benevolence,
that is, by way of synchronizing intellect with
characterizing change of meandering thought,
illusional vernacular coinciding with fascination,
the few that understand functionality of thought
will never be without conceptual togetherness.

Existence, Secure

Descending reflects a disposition of possible ascension.
The mind escapes into metaphors, sees outward myriad
motions, turning forays of spayed renditions, categorized as
breaths of the living untold, mimicking silence in the divided
definition of glorified openings.
An economy of elegies burn amid the hanging of hurried lives.
The purification process puts the being into multiple
surroundings, doubling shadows in exchange for
futuristic speaking of foreign tongues.
Through this form of existence, an inviolability
is born into intentional sounds of secure reappearance.

The Awaiting is Within the Openness

Watching jejune occurrences oscillate atop culture’s
many mundane metaphors, the act becomes
akin to watching recreational racquetballs
become bouncing tributes to scientific trivialities,
mimicking staring at stark white walls of a bedroom’s
boredom.
This form of reality often wants to be reversed,
a new form of unreality, yet one would settle for quasi
or ersatz-reality, however, the jejune
is typical and touted as normalcy
for the citizenry are the walking sightless
among the many facets of the hiding
within open eyes.

Severing, or Due to the Act

A graying softness, an intelligent display
posited by a poignant wisdom lying underneath
exhausted wind.
Gathering there as well ornamented leaves lighted as by
fire, worn to the degree of nearly metaphysically
impossible to describe.
Even further beyond barely breathing, born into
circumstances displaying a sadness where mirrors
reflect rounded colors distracting trueness of retrospect.
Through mazes of interconnecting allusions,
ailments, alignment with an abstract connection with
Plato’s theory of ideas forces a conceptual guidance to
lose focus with functionality, mirroring that of
severing illegitimate theories from the mind’s
concept of postmodern vernacular.

Assumption Regarding Beliefs

Assumption among the interweaving of society’s
patterned thought, posits evaluation toward
existentialism, an encompassing philosophical
theory regarding the citizenry residing within the
metaphoric plazas, palaces, places of interest,
hitherto the mind has rested upon forming imagery
requiring hyper-imagination.
Silence dons a muted legacy.
Therefore crowds of gathering flocks
forsake mundane ennui for the colorful
attributes of winged, well-informed languages
of the methodical anti-established personas, who
with respect toward becoming new, intrigue passersby
through dedicated aspects of fortunate beliefs.

Rare is a Species of Underground Worth,
for Why Exist in the Fashion of Hiding?

Ornamented forms born beneath
specified light, whose unrefined genesis
wanting to be virtuosic schemas,
visualizing all aspects of articulate behavior.
Gauging various gradation,
conceptual philosophical reflection,
as in spiraled examples of
dialectical meaning,
movements spacing value,
visually processing modular tones
becoming no longer exiled.
Continuity develops a separate dialect,
splaying into an origin of metaphorical delusion,
birthing light of ornamented species,
gaining its development
from multiplying motions.

Though Relatively Unknown,
the Catalyst is Always Visible

Absent understanding of the awakened,
available visible, the taken care of
finds solace in solitude
behind closed off angles,
shadowed benevolence,
mechanical in movement,
multidimensional emotions.
Predetermination established
within a vernacular of certain believers,
those of a quality sewn into a fabric
invisible to others. Understandable,
à la mode in the tradition of
antiestablishment following mechanism
molds of Enlightenment age philosophers
has become considered catastrophic in believability,
and if construed within the balanced
mind inappropriately, an existence no longer can fathom
proper reality.

Each of the Remaining Spoke in Reflective Responses

Understanding of several culturists,
separated by only several syllables
released from tiny tributes,
each responsive regarding tone,
teaching, threading implication of desire
transparent enough to follow
protocol of proper pronunciations.
Bodies of ersatz soothsayers
who fundamentally faked all reality,
the dreaming state justifiably had forsaken
floating symbolism of pseudo statements,
made loudly mechanical mirrors
whose faces became inundated with
suffocating bewilderment.

When Focus is Shunned for an Obvious Blur

Accolades for a foreign concept, akin to smiling into
desolate molds of immovable poverty.
Frightened by reality’s existence, the
metaphysical advantage of knowing
epistemologically each organic organism
splaying forth, finding directional attributes
inside the mind’s multilayered meanings.
Many though, find these many meanings too lucid,
and retract their existence into a hiding within a falling
smaller, more monotonous with the à la mode
popular lifestyles, there the duality of
roaming within curtailed patterns of
both relegated breaths and unfortunate steps
toward delusional comprehension.

Much of what is Aftermath is Illusional

The seen is seen in imaginary implications.
Simple, the tones of drawn metaphors, combining
clever contours with colorful endeavors,
meant in a further attempt to multiply
delusional, aggravated mind manipulations.
Therefore, hiding within minimalism, arranging an
attachment which complies with the combing through
dense, emotional caveat which may ensue,
realization must occur, reoccur, historically
fashioned in the shapes of future’s looking back
can create dispositional forthcoming cons with smiling faces.

In a World of Insanity, the Sane is Outcast

Profiting from the vernacular of propaganda, insanity within
the widened moments of opportunity, the specialized healed,
broken-off cast from popular culture’s limbs—
the willing with the gouged eyes.
Gauging existence as in the specific surroundings
of thermometry, weight truncates, evaporates into
nothingness, showing malnutrition of thought, placing
valuable investigation of ontological glorification,
regarding why such neglectful disappearance of
personifications have occurred so rapidly.
One voice enters an unconsciousness, a forgetfulness,
a realization toward becoming an alone entity.
This voice is sane.
Immediately, the voice is outcast.
For in the world of the insane, saneness is incomprehensible,
a biodegradable occurrence, relegated to the breaths
deep below formations of the disregarded.

Formulated Trilogy

A trilogy of ascertaining, collecting, believing
puts personalities at risk,
for those with a trilogy of dispositional
attributes of intellectual etchings
advertises one’s ability to become independent
in thinking, and therefore the typical culture of
antithetical thought becomes inundated with epithetical
vernacular, which in a display of
dishonest throwing toward inner resilience,
the intellectual can critically examine
the inappropriate verbal onslaught
and formulate angular, logical,
Socratic questioning,
rearranging circumstances
by placing assumptions asunder,
vis-à-vis debatable
by circling systems of thought, profiting only
by metaphoric contributions.

Ascension, the Particular Understanding of Devotion

Reflected among the many
oscillating
gesticulations,
those which combine careful analysis of
attributed winged species, containing characteristics
of the theoretically alive.
Finding first an ability to fathom ascension,
putting such a dispositional gift
into affect devoutly,
without temptation of quasi colors,
whose contours resemble rehabilitation,
sustenance, pseudo in the facets of hollow
circumstances. When allowing ability to ascend
becomes the enveloping aspect of metaphorical garb,
the subsequent advent of realization shall be an
orientation of everlasting devotion to newness,
spreading forth into splayed renditions of
recognizable persons.

Remaining New Requires Shedding of Before

Sanctified realization comes in the shade of
dedicated ensuing.
Every aspect of alive ability, requirements
called calligraphic signature of oneself,
differs within the intellectualized,
whereas a group of deadened congregation,
unspoken selves, whose moments of identifying
worth revolve around a stagnant stance,
a sinking enrollment of morose, transgressional
affliction.
The before births an afterward, several into etcetera,
maintaining creativity, allowing a remaining nascent
understanding among remains through
specified translucence—
carried across several afterwards,
waiting for realization of
the comprehensible consciousness.

Recluses Relating to Silence

As in tonal calmness, regarding light
dimmed in degrees of dying shades
of dusk, slightly esoteric,
mostly misunderstood,
and the few that find refuge
in coded secrets, they unwind into rest,
silently becoming beings
of rising inviolate formations.
Stilled affirmations residing in stimulations,
the hiding from others is natural,
perfecting a skill toward aesthetic glorification.
In the speechless realm of
existence’s spectrum,
the recluse relates to silence in a dedicated manner,
facing the mirror
maintaining a diaphanous distance—
traveling a circumference of characteristic
realism.

Modernity Sleeps, Awaiting the Past

Emotional tangents, limping tears who,
by default are forgotten transgressions delegated to a
disposition of dreary occurrences.
Emotional content, fashioned into metaphors of
modish meaning, declaring a finite specialization
resigning all desirable tranquil entities,
reliable aspects gauging provable terms
in the idiom of enlightenment.
Stagnancy arrives, maintaining a solidified stance
identified with applied pressure, putting into motion
what the past has alerted its existence into obtaining.

The Unity of Curiosity
for Duane Locke

Anatomies arranged in continuum
species,
spectrum of open arms
allowing
interpretations to define
elongated series of philosophical
terminology, taken from tired
tongues, as in stolen monuments
of poetic minds, the forgotten and
foreign
who in spectacular indentation
within literary à la mode monotony
are unaware of dichotomy, dissimilarities,
following the protocol toward
closing an improper gap of
intellectual
spontaneity.

Epiphanies are Specialized Vernaculars

Guarantees, guesses, going back
to their genesis,
lives insist on inhabiting
habitual dispositional nuances,
shades of diaphanous degrees,
where descriptive desires lay
hidden requests beneath
fully stretched and continuously
contagious with wandering
wishes.
Below the environment of wants,
needs, fundamental stereotypes
containing spatial nothingness between being and
ergonomically sensitive environments,
awareness arrives in methodical concepts,
ingeminating realistic consciousness
regarding awakened discernment,
familiarity toward a focus
of linear cohesiveness.

The Size of the Equation Was
Equivalent to Its Purpose

Early, as in a ripening feature,
before light
spread directionally
between multifolding
aspects of specialized
caricatures,
sovereignty adorned with
classical lines of Victorian themed presence,
many formats containing promises,
premises,
imaginative renditions regarding
speculative species,
whose original genetic
terminology
called for futuristic idioms,
ideologies spoke toward the many listening
of the hardly
understanding.

Somewhere there is a Silence
Alienated from Its Mover
When by a categorized motion,
put in place by an interaction first
from a relegated Royalty,
an imaginary ideology
of will whose action’s disposition
is meant to enforce a specific
elongated timeline of
specialized moments.
An error,
metaphorical in its monochromatic
conceptuality,
for the bland vernacular
used in defining
of reflectional contours,
vis-à-vis abstractional displays
pertaining to what now
is absent in regards
to its absolute genesis,
shows absenteeism in the realm
of proprietary
existences.
These attributes
participatory
within impatience
toward alienating
one of its own species,
thereby separating the culture
of existence and reality,
substituting metaphysical conceptuality
with a brand of nonlinear discontent
for adhering
within categorical
assemblage.

Illusions Are Akin to Closed Eyes

As in the memories whose remnants have left
fragments after evaporation, delegation holds focus
clear enough for twirls to intertwine into spiraling
time, vanishing.
Glare is a potion designed to fascinate, slip between
the tightness of squinting passiveness.
Among the dancing displays behind the lids of
dark caves, half-dimensional, one-tone attributes
of alienated mind mechanisms form, bouncing
within the light of disturbed imagination.

Of the Growing, Silence is Widest

Regarding maintaining solace within saneness,
regarding a child’s developing intellectually
unhindered, he or she is not the focal point
in which the importance has the heaviest weight
balanced upon the sacred scale anymore; this now
resides within the culture considered popular,
a populous so revered by the outlandish,
the overwhelming mode antithetical to mundane.
The child now through metaphorical mazes must
adhere to following specialized light, the various organic
teachings from often shattered genesis, becoming
the finished being of fatalism, predeterminism.

Constituted Existence

Air ablaze with avant-garde blue billboards,
acclimated to tonal carte blanche, rarified
mind of sky’s philosophical explanation
exhibits
charcoal sketching echoes
whose many shadows dim beneath darkened,
rusty folded, creased clouds
falls quiet into crawling white whispers.
Ebony-trailing
tails, twirls spiral, avifauna comprehend
such dazzling movement,
moments divide into themselves,
echoing slightly softer a philosophy
of metaphysical
determination of
being esoteric, escaping
a priori evident to the believing,
although
aesthetics of the uneven represent
diverseness, suspended capabilities
forward the mind into self-evident
ensuing.
Sarcasm shaped from epidemic elegies,
language of the searing tears,
tearing stories of lives lived
from pages of pedestrians now too tired
to cross avenues of civilizations
from expired two-tone empires.

Symptoms of Death, Culture,
Circled Together, Chasing

Death,
the continuous constantly alive,
attributed to various shades of modal
tones, depressive moods,
equaling suicidal remembrance,
escaping
acrobatic formulations, alphabetic epiphanies,
Alzheimer’s hand guiding azure
crayon
representing oceanic burials of timeline
theatrics,
gravitating systematically
to middle-aged thoughts where meandering
dons wings escaping elsewhere
where ensuing
is diversion from fractured, scarred,
fragmented windows.
Ersatz,
the prevailing participant
engraved across the mind of popular culture,
charismatic self-created ideologies
lying in dispositional
hexes,
hierarchies, line avenues, Catholic church
pews,
among the performing brands of fashionable
fakers find themselves lifted atop slouching shoulders,
sitting sideways inside peripheral glances
of never-doubting passersby.

Understanding Existence

Beliefs represent half-thoughts,
whole thoughts spiral in rewinding
dispositions,
drawing inspiration,
dragging tails in extraordinary
exhibits of laziness, wholeness
becomes only its name by way of
becoming capitalized by intellectual
hands in full-throttle mode.
Interrogation
of thought is only rational when
rationality is begging to become
second hand. Future wrinkles interpretations,
insisting pseudo reflects colors of transgressional
ensuing,
when mixtures regarding existence and
reality dislodge metaphysical study.

Mediator of Self and Language

Conversations with accuracy
proclaim
one to be without the reflection
of fault. This invisibility
transcends normality,
inviting scrutinizing transgressions
from the mimicking echoes
of following evil—
they who are unable to withdraw
into a language of erasable truths—
finding measurable messages to be
delivered upon the ears of the listening
blind. Speech focuses beyond the barely
existing, for common syntax cannot
spread evenly atop the body of emphasized
truths.

Analyzing
As the mind clarifies deconstructed
mannerisms, those in which
the dissected is unaware of its
new discovery, burgeoning
behavior,
satisfaction can occur
in the overwhelmed realm
of that certain spectrum,
if the newly blended diversity
escapes into ascended areas of
multiple vernaculars.

Beauty

Elsewhere, as in devoid of the mind’s
reality, the bodies of beings who
represent avid anti-illumination,
the conceptually similar to nonchalance,
stone-faced.
Appearance is structural, based
upon advanced light, shadows,
enhanced economical magic,
illusional diversity sustains
sanctified newness.
Regardless of opinion,
assumption, developed thought
regarding an individual’s purpose
devoted to personalized identity—
ideologized mentalities arc toward
necessities of proving motivated
otherwise.

Categorized Faith

Amid the required destinations of
faith,
the blind ability to fathom darkness
and sanctified shape within its bodiless body,
companionship for the mind to ascertain
invisible autumns leading toward
escaping years of tumultuous time.
Said of faith
the mind is delirious,
delusional, cannot recognize experimental
thoughts
used to delineate reality
from existential tangibility.
As though the intellect intensifies
thought processes
intended
only for lighted paths to crawl
atop thorn infused levitation.
Faith is often intertwined solely
with
religious reflections,
yet in the paradox of crawling
through holes large enough to create
problematic closure, the philosophy
of faith can inherit within the mind
solution of
ensuing opening.

Contrary Perspectives

Because I find “forever”
theoretical, speculatory
abstraction
exercises widely
within the mandatory width
traveling the imagination
of my mind’s slanted organization.
Trusting a term
manmade,
hitherto
dissects itself, splaying
skin into a reveal
of altered, fractured features.
Forever is not a circumference
circled reality,
rather
a choice to bewilder believing psyches,
the silent whose culture educates
from burgeon to the denuded aspect of
unclothed thought,
making those aware of
the ceaseless entity
that exists within the culture
of popular estimation.

An Intertwining of Want and Unveil

The revealed is contextual
in regards to the mind’s willingness
to unravel against its own prejudices,
preconceived notions, native languages
learned from observing reflectional
echoes,
taught in planting dispositions,
and the agreeable is unwilling
to think their way from beginning
to end from the maze of curiosity’s
pathological yearn.

The Existing Exits From the Mouths of Many

Here in a sanctioned space dedicated to dialects
determining existence or death,
particular vernaculars etch themselves
within methods of philosophical concepts,
theoretical systems of patterned thoughts
where the listening must be wide eyed aware of,
for the foreign tongues can negotiate systematic flourishing
dialectics, opposites in a bipolar fashion
day/night-open/closed exist feverishly.
The soothing does not counterfeit.
Myriad of motions meander toward understanding
emotional transcendental, encapsulation of
accurate shaped translations of facial features
whose will is to satisfy existentialism’s
core of fundamental beliefs.

